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Abstract—We consider the problem of mining the development history—as captured by modern version control systems—of ultra-large-scale software archives (e.g., tens of millions software repositories corresponding).

We show that graph compression techniques can be applied to the problem, dramatically reducing the hardware resources needed to mine similarly-sized corpus. As a concrete use case we compress the full Software Heritage archive, consisting of 5 billion unique source code files and 1 billion unique commits, harvested from more than 80 million software projects—encompassing a full mirror of GitHub.

The resulting compressed graph fits in less than 100 GB of RAM, corresponding to a hardware cost of less than 300 U.S. dollars. We show that the compressed in-memory representation of the full corpus can be accessed with excellent performances, with edge lookup times close to memory random access. As a sample exploitation experiment we show that the compressed graph can be used to conduct clone detection at this scale, benefiting from main memory access speed.

Index Terms—mining software repositories, source code, version control systems, development history, software evolution, graph compression

I. INTRODUCTION

Software evolution and clone detection have been very prolific research areas in software engineering over the past decades [23], [28]. Empirical methods, and software repository mining in particular, have been popular techniques used in those fields [20], [21]. An important factor behind these advances has been the increased availability of large collections of openly available software development artifacts such as source code and distributed version control system (DVCS) repositories. Such wealth of source code and development history data is the byproduct of, respectively, the popularization of free/open source software (FOSS) and the advent of social coding on collaborative development platforms [11], [17].

The scale at which it is nowadays possible to analyze public software development is exciting in terms of research outcome potential. GitHub alone hosts more than 100M repositories, GitLab.com several millions, plus a long tail of on-premise GitLab instances. Seminal work [30] on the evolution of the global corpus of public code shows that the amount of publicly available original code has been doubling every 24–30 months and is accelerating.
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In addition to public software development, private large-scale collaborative software development is also on the rise in the corporate sector, due to the advent of inner source [9], [32]. Analyzing those private software collections—possibly in combination with the entire corpus of public code—has become nowadays a legitimate industrial need.

Most state-of-the-art approaches for analyzing this wealth of development artifacts mostly rely on classic “big data” approaches, partitioning the corpus over several machines and applying distributed algorithms. Alternatively, but less satisfactorily, sampling is used, incurring the risks of selection bias and over-generalized findings.

In this paper we evaluate the feasibility of a less resource-hungry approach to the analysis of the development history of very large software collections. Specifically, we will answer the following research question:

RQ: is it possible to efficiently perform software development history analyses at ultra large scale, on a single, relatively cheap machine?

As the question is partly quantitative and some terms in it are still vague, we further narrow it down as follows:

• with development history we mean the information usually captured by state-of-the-art DVCS [31], with commits as the finest available granularity;

• with ultra large scale we mean a scale similar to the known extent of all publicly developed software—to the best of our knowledge the best approximation of this is the Software Heritage archive [1], [14], whose dataset [29] will constitute our main benchmark;

• with cheap machine we mean commodity hardware, either desktop- or server-grade, that can be easily acquired by researchers with a moderate investment of a few thousand U.S. dollars.

In the following we will answer this research question in the affirmative, by applying lossless graph compression techniques to the underlying Merkle DAG [24] structure of modern DVCS. As a concrete use case we will compress the full development history of all publicly developed source code as captured by Software Heritage, consisting of 5 billion unique source code files and 1 billion unique commits, harvested from more than 80 million software projects.

As size benchmark, we show that the resulting compressed
VCS graph, containing the development history of the entire corpus, can be loaded in ≈94 GiB of RAM, for an impressive compression ratio of 4.9 bits/arc—as opposed to 8 bytes(!) per arc that a naive in-memory representation of the graph using adjacency lists would require. At current market rates the graph can hence be fit in RAM on commodity hardware with an investment of less than 300 U.S. dollar for main memory.

As a speed benchmark, we measure the time required to visit the entire graph, obtaining a visit time of less than 2 hours and a processing throughput of almost 2 million nodes per second using a single thread. We also measure the average time required to lookup successors of a given node, obtaining timings of 80 nanoseconds per arc, close to current DRAM random access times (50–60 ns).

To show the applicability of the proposed approach to repository analysis we use the compressed graph to conduct two classic experiments in software clone detection: we measure (1) how often identical file contents are found in different commits, and (2) how often identical commits are found in different repositories. Our experiences show the advantages of having the development history of the entire corpus in main memory as opposed to on secondary memory.

Replication Package: A replication package for this paper is available from Zenodo [4].

II. BACKGROUND

A. Graph Compression

Many datasets are shaped into a graph structure that contains a wealth of information about the data itself, and many data mining tasks can be accomplished from this information alone (e.g., detecting outlier elements, identifying interest groups, estimating measures of importance and so on). Often, such tasks can be solved through suitable graph algorithms which typically assume that the graph is stored in main memory. However, this assumption is far from trivial to realize in many real-world cases, including the case of interest for the present paper, where many billions of nodes and arcs might exist. Finding effective techniques to store and access large graphs that can be applied fruitfully to these situations is one of the central algorithmic issues in the field of modern data mining.

A (lossless) compressed data structure for a graph must provide very fast access to the graph (let us say, slower but comparable to the access time required by its uncompressed representation in main memory) without decompressing it. While this definition is not formal, it excludes methods in which the successors of a node are not accessible unless, for instance, a large part of the graph is decompressed.

Different compressed data structures for graphs offer different trade-offs between compression time (the time required to produce a compressed representation from an uncompressed one) and compression ratio (the ratio between the size of the compressed data structure and its uncompressed counterpart, typically measured in bits per arc). One should also decide whether the data structure should be static or dynamic (whether it allows for changes), whether it is aimed at directed or undirected graphs (or both), and which access primitives the structure allows for. In most cases, these aspects can only be evaluated experimentally on a certain number of datasets, although in some rare circumstances it is possible to provide worst-case lower bounds under some assumption on the network structure (e.g., assuming some probabilistic or deterministic graph model, and evaluating the compression performances on that model).

A common large, real-world graph that has been studied and compressed in the past is the graph of the Web (or web graph), consisting of one node per page and one arc per hyperlink between pages. A pioneering attempt at compressing the web graph is the LINK Database [27]. Suppose that nodes are ordered lexicographically by URL (i.e., node $i$ is the node representing the $i$-th URL in lexicographic order); then the following two properties are true:

- **Locality**: Most arcs are between nodes that are close to each other in the order, because most links are intra-site, and URLs from the same site share a long prefix, which makes them close in lexicographic order. Locality can be exploited using gap compression: if node $x$ has successors $y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_k$, gap compression stores for $x$ the compressed successor list $y_1 - x, y_2 - y_1 - 1, \ldots, y_k - y_{k-1} - 1$; by locality, most values in this list will be small, and can be stored efficiently using variable-length encodings.
- **Similarity**: nodes that are close to each other in the order tend to have similar sets of neighbours. Similarity can be exploited by using reference compression: some successor lists are represented as a difference with respect to the successor list of a previous nearby node.

In Table I we show a sample of lists of successors of a graph, and in Table II we show the same lists in which reference compression (in the form of a bit mask) copies successors from a previous list (identified by the “Ref.” column) following the information contained in a copy list, and then the remaining nodes (possibly all successors, if no reference compression is used) are gap-compressed.
B. The WebGraph Framework

Some years later, building on the same approach, the WebGraph framework [6] attained using the BV scheme a web graph compression of less than 3 bits/arc (and even less than 2 for the transposed graph) with a random-access successor enumeration time of a few hundreds of nanoseconds per arc (and much faster than that for sequential access).

The techniques described above are strongly sensitive to node order: this is not a big issue when applied to web graphs, because the lexicographic ordering of URLs is available, but makes it difficult to apply the same techniques to networks (e.g., social networks and, as we will see, version control system graphs) that do not have similarly meaningful canonical node identifiers.

A surprisingly effective ordering is simply that of enumerating nodes following a visit: in particular, a breadth-first visit [3] numbers nodes in such a way that might enable gap and reference compression to provide excellent results.

In this paper we will use the WebGraph open source implementation as technology to perform graph compression on a large corpus of VCS histories. We will also show that BFS visits are indeed an effective reordering strategy to achieve high compression on such corpus.

III. DATA MODEL

Analyzing software development histories requires dealing with the different data models that modern version control systems (VCS) implement [31]. While the differences among those data models are significant—and particularly so between “old school” VCSs like CVS and Subversion and modern distributed version control systems (DVCS) like Git and Mercurial—the latter are much more general and expressive and can faithfully represent development histories originally recorded in the former.

In this section we briefly present a generic VCS data model, with the same expressivity of modern DVCS data models, which we will use as input for the ultra-large-scale development history analyses that we aim to enable on limited resources using graph compression.

One peculiarity of modern collaborative software development is that source code artifacts are massively duplicated across repositories, commits and directories. That is the reason why most DVCS uses Merkle DAG [24] structures as the basis for their data models; we will do the same for our data model.

As a consequence of using Merkle structures, all represented software development artifacts are natively de-duplicated within and across projects—no source code file will be stored twice, no commit will be stored twice, etc. Also, every artifact gets attributed a persistent, cryptographically-strong hash as its intrinsic identifier, usually a SHA1. This approach has two main advantages:

- It considerably reduces the overall size of storing software development artifacts, thanks to deduplication.
- It enables tracking artifacts across the entire dataset, as identical artifacts found in multiple repositories will be represented as unique nodes in the graph, with ancestry relationships materializing their provenance.

The software artifacts that we support tracking in the proposed data model are those commonly found in state-of-the-art DVCS. The relationships among them and the topology of the induced graph with the respective cardinalities are shown in Fig. 1 A toy, yet fully detailed instantiation of the data model is shown in Fig. 2 in UML notation. These artifacts are organized in five different logical layers, discussed below.

Contents: are the leaves of the graph and represent source code files as byte sequences. File metadata (e.g., file names or access permissions) are not considered an intrinsic part of file contents and are only stored as part of directories.

Directories: materialize source code trees. Each directory is an associative list mapping local path names (e.g., "foo.c" or "src/"") to contents, directories (the recursive case of subdirectories), or in rare cases revisions (to represent, e.g., Git submodules or Subversion externals).

Revisions: (generally known as “commits”) are time-indexed captures of the root directory of the source code of a given project. Each revision points to that root directory as well as an ordered list of parent revisions; a revision having more than one parent representing a merge commit.

Releases: (known as “tags” in some VCS) are revisions labelled with a specific, often human-meaningful name, to indicate their noteworthiness (e.g., v3.11).

VCS data models generally stop here. As we aim to analyze large collections composed of many repositories, we add an extra layer that allows to capture the full state of a given repository at a given point in time. This is useful to relate...
We now set to establish whether graph compression is a suitable approach for enabling ultra-large-scale repository analysis on modest hardware resources. To that end we will conduct a case study by (1) obtain a suitably large dataset, (2) compress it using graph compression techniques, and (3) use the compressed result to conduct repository analysis. In this section we describe the dataset and compression results; in the next we will exploit the obtained compressed representation.

A. Case Study: Compressing the Software Heritage Archive

As dataset we have chosen the largest publicly available archive of software source code and development history that we know of—the Software Heritage archive [1]. At the time of writing the project declares on its website to have archived the development history of more than 90 million software projects, encompassing full mirrors of GitHub and GitLab.com, historical archives of Google Code and Gitorious, as well as repositories of popular package managers such as NPM, PyPI, and Debian.

The project makes archive dumps available as research datasets [26]. We have retrieved the most recent dump (dated 2018-09-25) which is, to the best of our knowledge, the largest publicly accessible collection of version control system histories. The dataset is available for download and can be

1. https://www.softwareheritage.org
2. https://docs.softwareheritage.org/devel/swh-dataset/
used to independently reproduce the experiments described in this paper. Table III shows statistics about the corpus size.

As Software Heritage also uses a common data model to archive different VCSs, the corpus data model matches the Merkle DAG structure described in Section III. The dataset is hence fully deduplicated by construction, so all node and arc counts in Table III are about unique entities—it hence contains 5B unique file contents, 49B different links from revisions to their parent revisions, etc.

B. Compression Scope and Metadata

Different analyses will need to access different information stored in VCS. A study of commit messages will not care about file contents, whereas one on code merges will need the revision graph. When you consider keeping the entire dataset in main memory for performance reasons, there is an inherent trade-off between access time and RAM requirements. A line has to be drawn to separate the data that benefits the most from fast RAM access, from the metadata that can be left on-disk without becoming a bottleneck.

The major bottleneck when performing development history analyses with on-disk data is generally the access to the neighbors of a given node during graph traversal. Since knowledge of node neighbors is necessary to advance in the iteration steps, these disk accesses cannot be deferred to a later processing stage. It is therefore very beneficial to keep as much graph structure and neighboring data as possible in memory to speed up the visits.

On the other hand, once a visit has been performed, the metadata of the visited nodes can be retrieved in a post-processing phase for subsequent analysis. As this metadata does not need to be sent back to the graph traversal routine for it to proceed, access latency of node metadata does not matter as much as it does for the graph topology. Node metadata can thus be retrieved in an asynchronous fashion without significantly impacting analysis time.

The scope of our compression experiment will hence primarily focus on compressing and storing in memory the graph structure, with the expectation that usage patterns will match the above scenarios—in-memory visits, then asynchronous retrieval and analysis of node metadata.

As sole exception we will also keep in memory node types, i.e., whether a node is a content, directory, revision, etc. That can be done very efficiently using a type map implemented as a bit array indexed by integer node identifiers and requiring only 3 bits per node (as there are 6 node types in total), or 4GB of RAM for the entire graph. The reason to make this exception is that node type filtering is useful in many use cases to determine at runtime what kind of objects graph traversals should be looking at.

C. Compression Pipeline

To compress the dataset we use the WebGraph framework to realize the compression pipeline shown in Fig. 3. The pipeline input is a simple graph representation (Merkle DAG in figure) as a pair of textual nodes and arcs file. The nodes file consists of one node label per line; the arcs file consists of one source/destination pair of node labels per line. At this stage node labels are textual and dataset-specific; in our case each label is a Software Heritage persistent identifier (PID) [13]. Then, the following steps are executed in order:

MPH: Generate a minimal perfect hash function [16] that maps input node labels to the set \( \{0, \ldots, N-1\} \) consecutive integers, where \( N \) is the number of input nodes. The resulting MPH function will be used in the following to quickly associate an integer to node labels without incurring the risk of collisions.

BV Compress: Compress the adjacency matrix of the graph using gap compression and the other techniques described in Section II but without relying on a sensible ordering of nodes yet. The output of this step is a BV graph [6].

BFS: As discussed in Section II, finding a node ordering that, by permuting rows, maximizes various locality properties on the graph adjacency matrix is key to achieve good compression. Differently from web graphs, version control system graphs do not sport ready-to-use ordering heuristics (such as the URL of each page) that are compression friendly. In fact, given native VCS node identifiers are generally based on cryptographic checksums (e.g., SHA1), the links from one node to the next will tend to jump randomly from one identifier to another in the space of all possible identifiers.

Experimentally we have verified that a breadth-first visit of the corpus graph, starting from graph roots (origin nodes) and traversing down toward leaves (file contents) achieves good compression results (compared to other orderings, e.g., LLP [5]). The BFS step of the compression pipeline hence performs such a visit on the entire BV graph.

Permute: Once the BFS ordering of nodes is known, this step will reorder nodes (as well as rows in the compressed adjacency matrix, performing all needed adaptations) according to BFS order. The result of this step is a compressed graph.

Transpose: Strictly speaking, the graph structure of the input dataset can be traversed only in one direction—from origins roots towards file content leaves. It is not uncommon for repository mining use cases to need to traverse the graph in the opposite direction though. For instance, looking up where a given file (or directory, or commit, etc.) has been found requires such backward visits.

As backward visits correspond to forward visits on the transposed input graph, one can optionally generate a compressed representation of the transposed input graph and use it in addition (or alternatively) to the compressed graph obtained thus far. WebGraph supports generating the compressed representation of the transposed graph directly from the compressed (forward) graph. If desired, the Transpose step in the compression pipeline will take care of this.

D. Compression Results

Compressing the full corpus is a resource-intensive endeavor. The wall time breakdown to perform the various steps is:
on the initial dataset is given in Table IV, totaling less than 6 days of compression time.

Timings have been taken on a server equipped with 24 CPUs and 750 GB of RAM. Note however, that such huge amount of RAM is not actually needed for compression; minimum RAM requirements correspond to the resources needed to load the final compressed graph in memory. The only step that used more than 100 GB of RAM was the BFS visit, which used a memory mapping to access the BV graph on disk using RAM as cache. Recent results on BFS memory efficiency further confirm that the BFS step is not an impediment on the general applicability of the approach.

We also stress that even if significantly more resources were needed for compression than for exploitation of the compressed result, that would be an acceptable trade-off as: (1) compression can be done once and reused many times (possibly by other research groups), and (2) compression resources can be rented one-off, e.g., on public clouds.

Compression results are shown in Table V. Besides the raw datum of less than 5 bits per arc, which shows that the compression is very useful in practice, the compression ratio (≈15%) with respect to the information-theoretical lower bound of $\log \binom{n}{m}$ for a graph with $n$ nodes and $m$ arcs is about three times the one typical for web graphs, which are highly redundant, but significantly better than the typical values for social networks, which are above 50%. Moreover, as it often happens in networks generated by human activity, the transposed graph shows better compression performance because the indegree distribution has a fatter tail than the outdegree distribution, resulting in nodes with very dense predecessor lists.

Practically speaking, either direction of the input corpus can be fit in less than 100 GB of RAM, even including the 4 GB type map discussed above. Such an amount of memory can be easily installed on either powerful workstations or cheap server-grade hardware—at current market rates 100 GB of main memory costs less than 300 U.S. dollars. Fitting both graph directions on workstation deployments might be more challenging, but it is not always needed (e.g., one can load one graph direction depending on experimental needs) and still fit cheap server-grade deployments by today standards.

The main takeaway of this section is that, yes, from a size perspective, graph compression allows to fit the structure of enormous VCS datasets in memory on a single machine with limited hardware resources.

V. EXPLOITATION

We now move to the speed perspective to experimentally assess how effectively the obtained compressed representation of ultra-large-scale repository collections can be leveraged to perform repository mining experiments. We first perform a few domain-agnostic benchmarks (e.g., graph visits, arc traversal time) and then perform a domain-specific experiment.

A. Graph Traversal

In the worst case of any given mining experiment, one will have to traverse the full corpus to obtain some insights. Hence it is important to know the baseline of how long it will take to do so. Table VI shows the results of benchmarking complete graph visits in breadth-first order (BFS), with no parallelism.

VIII. INFORMATION

THEORETICAL LOWER BOUND FOR GRAPHS WITH THE SAME DENSITY.

Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Wall time (hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BV Compress</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFS</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permute</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transpose</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>138 (≈6 days)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V

Compression results. Compression ratios are w.r.t. the information-theoretical lower bound for graphs with the same density.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forward (original graph)</th>
<th>Backward (transposed graph)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total size</td>
<td>91 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total size</td>
<td>83 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bits per arc</td>
<td>4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bits per arc</td>
<td>4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compression ratio</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compression ratio</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI

Full graph visit benchmarks for a single-threaded BFS visit

Table VII

Arc lookup benchmarks for 1 billion random nodes
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of source code artifacts in the corpus. We replicate the experiments of [30] to quantitatively assess the VCS histories in the studied corpus. Specifically, we will perform a domain-specific experiment which needs to intensely crawl the forward graph that takes less than 2 hours with a throughput nearing 2 million nodes per second, or about 500 nanoseconds per node. Visiting the transposed graph is slower due to the already discussed differences in indegree v. outdegree distributions, but still very fast in absolute terms: the full transposed graph can be visited in little more than 3 hours with a throughput nearing 1 million nodes/second (1 µs/node).

Table VII shows the results of benchmarking random access to nodes and edges in the graph. A random sample of 1 billion nodes (8.3% of the entire graph) has been taken, enumerating for every node all of its successors. Results show that having the graph in memory pays back also in terms of random lookup time, with minimal overhead due to the compressed representation. On the original graph looking up the successor of a node takes 83 nanoseconds on average, close to the 50–60 ns estimates for current DRAM random access memory. Arc lookup on the transposed graph is slower, as already observed for full graph visits.

Table VII shows the results of benchmarking random access to nodes and edges in the graph. A random sample of 1 billion nodes (8.3% of the entire graph) has been taken, enumerating for every node all of its successors. Results show that having the graph in memory pays back also in terms of random lookup time, with minimal overhead due to the compressed representation. On the original graph looking up the successor of a node takes 83 nanoseconds on average, close to the 50–60 ns estimates for current DRAM random access memory. Arc lookup on the transposed graph is slower, as already observed for full graph visits.

### B. Source–Code Artifact Multiplication

As the goal is to benchmark the potential of the proposed approach for ultra-large-scale repository analysis we focus on a domain-specific experiment which needs to intensely crawl VCS histories in the studied corpus. Specifically, we will replicate the experiments of [30] to quantitatively assess the multiplication factor of source code artifacts in the corpus. We will measure:

1. The multiplication of source code file contents across commits (content → revision multiplication in the following), i.e., how much the same unmodified file content re-appears in different commits, no matter where (which origins) the commits come from. This measure correlates with and is a requirement for Type 1 (exact) clone detection, both within and across repositories.

2. The multiplication of commits across origins (revision → origin multiplication), i.e., how often the same commit re-appears in different repositories. The fact that the same commit re-appear at different origins is partly the result of collaborative social coding, but can also hint at the migration of development from one platform to another.

In the given data model, content → revision multiplication can be measured by iterating on all nodes of type content, then performing a visit on the transposed graph that only follows arcs leading to revision nodes—i.e., excluding (the transposed of) arcs snapshot → revision, release → revision, and origin → snapshot—and finally counting the number of revision leaves reached with the visit. Results can then be visualized as a distribution of the “popularity” of contents across commits.

Note that, even if the compressed graph representation does not natively store type information for arcs, we can use the type map discussed in Section IV to stop the visit when it is no longer possible to reach additional revision nodes.

The approach for determining revision → origin multiplication is similar. The only difference is that visits will start from commit nodes and stop at origin nodes (graph roots), which can then be counted and visualized as before.

The chosen approaches are naive from an algorithmic point of view—the same edges will be traversed over and over again for different input nodes, resulting in a time complexity of $O(V \cdot E)$, which is generally considered impractical on graphs of this scale. Having already established the overall efficiency of full graph visits, we chose these approaches for the sake of simplicity and explainability.

More time-efficient approaches are possible and would be equally well supported by the graph paradigm. For instance, one could propagate ancestry information during the visit, obtaining linear-time algorithms at the price of extra memory requirements (or extra memory mapping). Our main point is that the entire corpus itself can be fit in relatively little memory and accessed with excellent performances; other algorithmic considerations will vary according to the needs of the planned mining task, as they always do.

### C. Results

Fig. 4 shows the multiplication factor distribution for content → revision, measured on a random sample of 953 M contents. Looking at the cumulative distribution (top line) the average multiplication factor appears to be very high. There are more than 100 million contents ($\approx$20% of the sample) that are duplicated more than one thousand times in different commits; 10 million contents (1%) re-occur in more than ten thousand commits; and 1 million contents (0.1%) in more than a hundred thousand commits.

As we didn’t partition by origin, these results do not say whether this multiplication is due to the long life of unmodified source code files in long-lived code bases, or instead due to reuse of the same unmodified files across different repositories. It would be easy to modify the experiment to follow edges up to origin nodes to determine that.

Fig. 5 shows analogous results for the revision → origin layer, on a random sample of 8.5 M revisions. To interpret them it is important to realize how it happens that the same commit (i.e., with an identical SHA1 identifier) is found in different repositories. The main reasons is the distributed nature of modern version control systems, whose repositories are massively represented in the corpus under analysis. Developers that work together using Git will have individual repositories that communicate by exchanging SHA1-identical commits. Furthermore the pull request development model [17] popularized by GitHub natively creates new repositories (hosted at different origin URLs) that initially contains all of the commits (unmodified) of the originally “forked” repository.

The cumulative distribution of Fig. 5 measure the amount of re-distribution of the same commits via different repositories.
in our corpus. 5 million commits (60% of the sample) can be found in a single repository only, but multiplication grows quickly from there: 100 thousand commits (1%) can be found in 1000 repositories or more and 10 thousand commits (0.01%) can be found in 10 thousand repositories or more. Development really is distributed these days as well as resilient to the disappearance of a single point of source code distribution.

To better appreciate the graph-intensive nature of realizing the above two experiments in practice, we have also measured visit sizes. Fig. 6 and 7 show the results in terms of visited nodes; results in terms of visited edges have been omitted for brevity, but they exhibit nearly identical patterns.

Content→revision visits traverse significantly more nodes (and edges) than revision→origin visits. This is expected due to the respective sizes of the traversed subgraphs (see Table III) and it is a dominant factor over the fact that, on average, the filesystem layer of the graph (content ∪ directory nodes) has shorter graph paths than the revision layer (VCS repositories of large software projects such as the Linux kernel can have commit chains nearing 1 M commits in length).

In terms of timings, the presented results have been obtained on multi-core machines with, respectively, 20 x 2.40 GHz CPUs (for content→revision) and 36 x 3.00 GHz CPUs (for revision→origin), letting the experiments run for about 2.5 days. In spite of the naive $O(V \cdot E)$ algorithmic approaches chosen, such short running times have allowed to process very large subgraphs.

The take-home messages for this section are that: (1) graphs are suitable data models for conducting version control system analyses, including code duplication experiments; and (2) compressed graphs allow to perform such analysis at ultra-large-scale with impressive graph traversal performances.

VI. DISCUSSION

Both size-wise and performance-wise the results of applying graph compression to VCS graphs to support their ultra-large-scale analysis appear to be more than satisfactory. VCS graphs compress well both in absolute terms and in comparison with
other large graphs compressed in the past (e.g., web graphs). Graph visit performances are consistent with main memory access time and can support visit-intense VCS analysis needs well on limited resources. That notwithstanding we are not claiming that graph compression is a silver bullet for VCS analysis. We discuss in this section limitations and trade-offs that apply to the proposed approach.

A. Graph Design

As mentioned in Section IV-B there exists a clear space/time trade-off between what fits in main memory and what should be left on secondary storage. Our choice—graph structure + node types in memory, everything else in secondary storage—will enable speeding up many use cases, under the assumption that VCS traversal is a common performance bottleneck of large-scale analyses.

Other choices are possible, valid, and can still be supported by graph compression, allowing to fit more information in RAM than what would be possible otherwise. We discuss a few possible scenarios below.

One might decorate graph nodes with additional metadata to be used during traversals and should hence be looked up efficiently. For instance, commit nodes might be equipped with in-RAM timestamps (either absolute, or relative, as in logical clocks) to direct visits to choose the earliest occurrence of what is being sought. Graph compression will be useful nonetheless, and the induced re-labeling of nodes to integers often enables storing additional metadata in memory in very compact ways, as we did for the type map. Attaching metadata to graph arcs is more tricky, but limited support for doing so is offered by WebGraph and other state-of-the-art frameworks.

Graph semantics is another variable that can be played with. In the presented case study graph leaves are unmodified file contents, allowing to track bit-identical clones. One might use instead checksums of normalized source code files (e.g., removing spaces), obtaining the canonical definition of Type 1 clones, or parse source code files to ASTs and associate intrinsic identifiers to them (for Type 2 clones).

Graph granularity can also be increased, e.g., by adding nodes corresponding to individual lines of codes (normalized or otherwise). Doing so would enable tracking SLOC cloning and migrations at an unprecedented scale. It will also significantly increase the graph size, by a factor close to the average length of source code files (in SLOCs). The resulting graph will be huge, but as graph compression techniques are used in production on web graphs (with nodes in the trillions), we are confident they can scale up to SLOC analysis needs.

B. Limitations

A limitation of using static graph compression over classic information systems to store the data to be analyzed is that compression is not incremental w.r.t. the arrival of new artifacts (commits, files, etc.), due to the need of reordering nodes and updating the compressed representations of adjacency lists. Considering that popular VCS repositories receive hundreds of new commits a day, the already mentioned exponential growth of original publicly available code, and the observed multi-day compression times—this means that analyzed data will be chronically out-of-date w.r.t. reality.

This limitation is not problematic for research use cases, where datasets are generally frozen before conducting an experiment; but it might be problematic for other needs, like live-monitoring of interconnected private/public code bases. This is not a novel problem for other fields in which graph compression is applied, such as web search and social network analysis. Some compression techniques (e.g., $k^2$-trees) lend themselves more or less naturally to be adapted to the dynamic case, but with a definite degradation in compression performances. A common mitigation technique that can be applied to all static compressors is to use dynamic, updatable overlay graphs on top of the compressed one. Overlays will be more memory-hungry, but they are ephemeral: periodically the underlying compressed graphs will be recompressed to regain storage-efficiency.

It is also theoretically possible to exploit knowledge of the graph topology to leave “gaps” in the node ordering that can be used as room for adding new nodes of a given type dynamically to the compressed graph representation. We intend to explore this possibility in future work.

VII. RELATED WORK

A. Large-Scale Mining Approaches

Other large-scale repository mining approaches have been proposed in the past. Boa has pioneered the idea of a mutualized infrastructure hosting both data and compute resources to perform large-scale analyses on source code artifacts such as those discussed in this paper. Our notion of “ultra-large-scale” is different, with a case study 100x larger by several metrics (projects, files, commits, etc.). The compute approach is also different, with Boa relying on distributed clusters (Hadoop) and our approach relying on a single machine. Direct performance comparisons are not possible as we have not replicated their experiments, but our results hint at a very significant speedup when the main bottleneck is history traversal. It would be interesting—and it seems entirely possible—to realize an infrastructure like Boa, based on a compressed VCS representation like the one proposed in this paper.

World of Code (WoC) is a recent attempt at a mutualized infrastructure for large-scale VCS analyses. While limited to GitHub—contrary to our case study that also encompasses GitLab and major package repositories—the target scale of WoC is similar to ours. The compute approach is different, with WoC relying on distributed databases running and ours on a single machine. The advantage of WoC is that it maintains pre-computed mappings, e.g., from files and directories to the places they come from, choosing a different spot than ours in the classic space/time trade-off. The approach proposed here looks more appealing in terms of cost and ease of deployment. But the two approaches are complementary: WoC might...
benefit from an additional compressed graph representation that would shine when users need to explore on the fly (and as quickly as possible) artifact relationships that are not available as pre-computed mappings.

Large-scale VCS analyses have been conducted in the past, usually at much smaller scale than ours. An exception is [30], which developed a compressed representation for software provenance tracking and used it to conduct the multiplication experiments that we have replicated in Section V-B. Both approaches can be applied to conduct analyses on commodity hardware, but the compression trade-offs are different: specialized, lossy, and incremental in [30]; general purpose, lossless, but not incremental here.

LISA [2] is a framework for reducing artifact redundancy when analyzing VCS-stored source code. It is more fine-grained than our case study, reaching down to abstract syntax tree nodes. As such it could deduplicate more, but at the price of requiring a proper parser, which is not always available and might fail on syntactically incorrect files that one might still want to analyze. Also, we deal with all kinds of VCS artifacts while LISA is specific to source code files.

Large-scale experiments on development activities not captured by VCS histories (e.g., pull requests, code reviews, bug tracking, etc.) have also been conducted. They generally rely on dedicated activity databases, such as GHTorrent or GitHub Archive [18], [29]. Differences from the proposed approach are significant both in terms of scope (we focus on VCS histories, them on other activities) and needed resources.

B. Graph Compression Techniques

The problem of finding compression-friendly node orderings was studied from a theoretical viewpoint in [10], where the authors show that the problem of determining the optimal renumbering of nodes is NP-hard, but propose a heuristic (called “shingle ordering”) for the problem, based on a fingerprint of the out-neighborhoods.

A set of different approaches is based on clustering: layered labelled propagation [5] is a reordering technique which combines the information from a number of clusterings to reorder the nodes. More recently, [12] extended the theoretical model of [10] and designed a novel ordering technique, called recursive graph bisection, that yields in several cases the most competitive compression ratios. The basic idea is to divide recursively the graph in two clusters of the same size so to minimize an objective function that estimates the compressibility of the overall graph when nodes in the first cluster have smaller identifiers than nodes in the second cluster.

To the best of our knowledge, the first two techniques would not scale to the case of interest for this paper. Recursive bisection might have some margin of benefit over a BFS, but at the price of a significantly slower computation. We plan to study this problem in the future.

A complementary approach to storing adjacency lists is that of $k^2$-trees [8]. In this case, one aims at representing compactly the adjacency matrix of the graph (as opposed to its adjacency lists), exploiting its sparseness. However, $k^2$-trees do not scale beyond a few dozen million vertices. They are hence inapplicable to the target scale of this paper.

Since successor lists are increasing integers, one can use succinct data structures [25] to store them. A succinct data structure does not compress data, it represents it using the minimum possible number of bits instead. Succinct approaches are particularly useful when the graph has no evident structure (as in that case reference compression does not really help) and when reordering the nodes is not possible (as the compression obtained is agnostic with respect to the distribution of gaps and to similarity). We hence did not consider these approaches relevant to the case at hand.

VIII. Conclusion

The amount of freely available source code development artifacts has reached mind-blowing amounts, with GitHub alone surpassing 100 million repositories. That constitutes a treasure trove for empirical software engineering, but also a chore, due to the resources needed to efficiently mine the full extent of this global software commons. As an alternative to common “big data” approaches we have proposed in this paper to apply graph compression techniques to reduce the memory fingerprint of ultra-large-scale version control systems (VCS) repository analyses.

We have shown that the largest available collection of VCS repositories—namely Software Heritage, having archived 80 million repositories totaling 1 billion commits and 5 billion source code files—can be compressed down to and then loaded into less than 100 GB of RAM. At current market rates that corresponds to a RAM investments of just a few hundreds U.S. dollars.

In addition to being very compact, such a compressed in-memory representation is also very efficient: the entire corpus can be visited as a graph in less than 2 hours, with an arc lookup time of 80 nanoseconds. Those performances and the graph visit paradigm have enabled us to conduct classic code-clone detection experiments on significant subsets of the corpus in a couple of days of computation and in spite of having chosen very naive $O(V \cdot E)$ algorithmic approaches.

We conclude that graph compression has a huge potential in enabling unprecedented scale analyses of software repositories or, alternatively, in dramatically reducing the cost of analyses that are already possible today but can be performed with significantly fewer resources tomorrow.

As future work we plan, on the one hand, to experiment with variations in the graph nature, such as increasing leaf granularity to individual lines of code. On the other hand we intend to work on mitigating the main limitation of graph compression, i.e., its lack of incrementality, by developing compressed graph representations that leave room available for the addition of future nodes and edges, trading off some size efficiency for increased flexibility.
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